
The Spare Air Xtreme manufactured by Submersible®

Systems is a compact, lightweight and reliable self
contained breathing apparatus. The Xtreme is
designed to allow athletes more time to self-rescue
from the dangers of extreme sports like tow-in surfing
and kayaking. In an emergency, your mind and body
disregard years of training and are overtaken by
centuries of built-in survival instinct.  Most emergency
situations require a few moments of thought to
determine the best action. A few extra breaths could
mean the difference between life and death!

� Provides lifesaving air preventing panic and allowing users
extra time to evaluate and act.

� Ideal for all extreme sports that involve water.

� Simple, compact design is less complicated to use and
repair than competing models.

� Always-on design is ready to deliver air
when you need it.

� Refillable from an air compressor, hand pump or scuba tank.

� Includes custom neoprene vest that places the Xtreme
below your mouth for hands free operation. The
adjustable vest fits beneath or above PFD for comfort
and accessability.

�Over 300,000 systems sold worldwide.

�Off-the-shelf, available for delivery now.

�Affordable.

�Proven Design!

Optional Dial
Gauge available

Phone: 714-842-6566

spareairxtreme.com
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Product Specifications:

Model

Part Number

Product Length

Product Diameter

Product Weight (full)

Cylinder Pressure Ratings

Cylinder Volume

Cylinder Material

Pressure Relief

Regulator Type

Operational Temperature

Duration of Air Supply

Watersport Dual Sport

100PK 170PKX

7.25” [18.42 cm] 8.75" [22.23 cm]

2.25" [5.71 cm]

1.23 lbs [.58 kg] 1.51 lbs [.687 kg]

3000 PSI [207 BAR]

1.1 cu ft [31 liters] 1.7 cu ft [48 liters]

Aluminum - Black Anodized

Integrated in Regulator

Balanced Single Stage

-22°F [-30°C] to +158°F [+70°C]

21 breaths 32 breaths

� SCUBA Tank Refill Adapter - P/N 910S

� Air Compressor Refill Adapter - P/N 920C

� Hand Pump - P/N 3100-PUM

Available Options:

Approximate, at surface. Based on 1.5 liter breath size

Watersport 100PKDual Sport 170PKX


